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Abstract

We propose a new triangulation of (0, 1] x R", called the D~-triangulation, with con-

tinuous refinement oí grid sizes for use in continuous deformation algorithms to compute

solutions oí nonlinear equations. Any positive even integer can be chosen as one of its

factors of refinement of grid sizes. We prove that the DZ-triangulation is superior to

the wel]-known IfZ-triangulation and J2-triangulation when we compare the number of

simplices. Numerical tests show that the continuous deformation algorithm based on the

Dz-triangulation indeed is more efficient.
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1 Introduction

Simplicial methods were originated by Scarf in his seminar paper [18] to compute fixed points

of a continuous mapping from the unit simplex to itself. They are also called the fixed point

mcthods in literaturn. Ry now, tiimplicial methods have been developed for over twenty years.

As a tool to solve highly nonlinear problems, which are derived from decision-making, economic

rnodelling, and engineering, simplicial methods are very powerfuL The so-called continuous

deformation algorithm is one of the most successful simplicial methods. It was initiated by

Eaves in [9] to compute fixed points on the unit simplex, and generalized to R" by Eaves and

Saigal in [10] to find solutions of nonlinear equations. This method is also named the simplicial

homotopy algorithm. The principles of the continuous deformation algorithm are as follows.

Let f: R" --~ R" be a nonlincar mapping, f-(fr, fz,..., f„)T. We want to compute a

zero point of f. Let g: R" -~ R" be an affinely linear mapping with a zero point xo, i.e.,

y(x) - A(x - xo), where A is a n x n nonsingular matrix. Then the homotopy function h is

given by h(t, x) - (1 - t) f(x) t tg(x), for (t, x) E[0,1] x R". The underlying space (0, 1] x R"

is subdivided into simplices by a triangulation, denoted by T, with continuous refinement

of grid sizes. 1'he piecewise lincar approximation H of h with respect to T is given by, for

(t,x) -~~-r ~;y' E a, a simplex in T, with a; ~ 0, for i--1,0,...,n, and ~o-~ a; - 1,

H(t,x) - ~ a;h(y~),
~--~

where y' is a vertex of a for i- - 1, 0, ..., n. Then there exist some piecewise linear paths

defined by the set of zero points of H. In particular, one of the paths starts at xo and gces

to either infinity or converges to a zero point of f. One can trace this path with the standard

lexicographical pivoting rule. Numerical tests have shown that simplicial algorithms heavily

depend on the underlying triangulation. In order to improve the efficiency of the continuous

deformation algorithm, a numbcr of triangulations with continuous refinement of grid sizes has

been proposed, for example, the I(3-triangulation and the J3-triangulation of Todd in [20],

the D3-triangulation and the D2-triangulation of Dang in [5] and [6], the arbitrary grid size
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refinement triangulation of van der Laan and Talman in [15] and of Shamir in (19], the líZ-

triangulation, the J2-triangulation, the K~-triangulation, and the Jz-triangulation of Kojima

and Yamamoto in [14], the triangulation of Broadie and Eaves in [2], and the triangulation

of Doup and Talman in [7]. All these triangulations were derived from the well-known líl-

triangulation or Jl-triangulation, except the D3-triangulation and the Dz-triangulation, which

were obtained from the D~-triangulation. The latter triangulation of R" was proposed in [4]

and is superior to the lil-triangulation and the J~-triangulation according to all measures of

efficiency of triangulations. Theoretical results and numerical tests have proved that the D3-

triangulation is superior to both the IC3-triangulation and the J3-triangulation, and that the DZ-

triangulation is superior to botli the IC2-triangulation and the Jz-triangulation. As mentioned

by Kojima and Yamamoto in [14], the Ií3-triangulation is a special case of the lí~-triangulation

for the factor of refinement equal to two, and the J3-triangulation is a special case of the JZ-

triangulation for the factor of refinement equal to two. Numerical tests have shown in [5] that

the continuous deformation algorithm based on the D3-triangulation is very efficient. However,

its factors of refinement are also equal to two. Motivated by the results in [14], we construct

a new triangulation of (0, 1] x li", called the D2-triangulation, with continuous refinement of

grid sizes for the continuous deformation algorithm, using the Dl-triangulation. Any positive

even integer can be chosen as one of its factors of refinement. This feature is the same as that

of the IC~-triangulation and of the Jz-triangulation. Similarly to the Ií3-triangulation and the

J3-triangulation, the D3-triangulation now becomes a special case of the Dz-triangulation for

the factor of refinement equal to two. To compare with the Dz-triangulation, we also present

the If~-triangulation and the JZ-triangulation, which were given by Kojima and Yamamoto

in [14] without their algebraic definitions. We prove that the DZ-triangulation is superior to

the Iíz-triangulation and the Jz-triangulation when we count the number of simplices. Since

it is rather complicated to calculate the surface density of these triangulations, we refer for

it to [4] and [12]. Numerical tests show that the continuous deformation algorithm based

on the D2-triangulation indeed is more efFicient. We remark that the structure of the Dz-
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triangulation is quite difFerent from that of the Dz-triangulation. Numerical tests show that

the DZ-triangulation is in general faster than the Dz-triangulation. Note that there exists a

number of other interesting triangulations of R", see [17], [16], [22], and [13]. However, it is

not known how these triangulations of R" can be used to obtain triangulations of (0,1] x R"

with continuous refinement of grid sizes.

In Section 2, an algebraic definition of the Dz-triangulation is presented. In Section 3, we

prove that the definition given in Section 2 yields a triangulation. The pivot rules of the D2-

triangulation for moving from one simplex to an adjacent simplex are described in Section 4.

Comparison with other triangulations is presented in Section 5.

2 Algebraic Definition of the D2-~iangulation

Let No denote the index set {0, 1, ..., n} and let u' be the ith unit vectot in R"tt for i-

0, 1, ..., n. Takc ao E(0, 1] at~ci ~3; E { 1 ~ j ~ j - 1, 2, ...} for i- 0,1, ..., and choose a~ such

that a~tt - a~(i~~2 for j - 0, 1,.... Let us set ~-t - 1.

Let a-(~r(0),a(1),...,n(n)) be a permutation of the elements of No. Let q denote the

integer with tr(q) - 0. Take a vector y E (0,1] x R" such that for an integer k~ 0, yo - 2-(kt'),

yx(;)~2ak~i is an integer for i- 0, ..., q- 1, and y„(;)~ak is odd for i- q t 1, ..., n. Then we

define

w„(;) -
~[y„(;)~ak} f 1 if ~yx(;)~akf is odd,

[y„(;)~ak~ otherwise,

for i - O,l,...,q - 1.

Definition 2.1. Let y and a be as above. Then the vectors y-t, yo, ..., y" are given as follows.

y-' - y,

y~

y'

- y~-' f 2aktt ux(`), i- 0, 1, . .. , q- 1,

- ak ~~-ó wx(i)u~(i) ~~i att(yx(i) - ak)u~(i) f 2youo

- y~-' i- 2akux('~, i- q f 1, ..., n.
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Let y-', yo, ..., y" be obtained in the above manner. Then it is obvious that they are

affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is a simplex. Let us denote this simplex by

ICz (y, a). Let K~ denote the collection of all such simplices Ká (y, a). It will be shown in the

next section that KZ is a triangulation of (0,1] x R" such that any positive even integer can be

chosen as one of its factors of refinement, and when its factor of refinement is always equal to

two, the K3-triangulation is induced as one of its special cases. We call it the Kz-triangulation.

Let a -(~r(0), ~r(1), ..., a(n)) be a permutation of the elements of No. Let q denote the

integer with ~r(q) - 0. 'I'ake a vector y E (0,1] x R" such that for an integer k~ 0, yo - 2-(k}i),

if 1~(3k is even, y„(;)~2akt~ is even for i- 0,...,q - 1, if l~~ik is odd, yx(;)~2akt~ is odd for

i- 0, . .., q- 1, and yx(;)~ak is odd for i- q t 1, ..., n. Then we define

w„(;) -

(y„(;)~a,~J } 1 if ~y„(;)~akJ is odd and either y„(;)Iak ~ `y,(;)~akJ

or both ~yx(;)~akJ - yx(;)~ak and s„(;) - 1,

~y,(;)~ak J if ~y,c ;)~akJ is even,

Lyx(;)~akJ - 1 otherwise,

for i- 0, 1, ..., q- 1. If 1 ~~ik-~ is odd, let us define

-1 if y,(;)~a~ - 1(mod4),

i,~(;) -

1 if yx(;)~ak - 3(mod4),

for i- q f 1, . .., n, and if 1 ~~3k-~ is even, let us define

( 1 if yx(;)~ak - 1(mod4),

-1 if y„(;)~ak - 3(mod4),tx(;) - J}l

for i- q f 1, ..., n. Take a sign vector s- ( si, s2, ..., s")T such that s; E{-1, t1] for

i- 1, 2, ... , n, and s„(;) - f„(;) for i- q~ 1, ..., n.

Definition 2.2. Let y, ~r and s be as above. Then the vectors y-', yo, ... , y" are given as
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follows.
y-' - y,

y' - y'-' t 2attisx(~)u'~'~, i- 0,1, ..., q- 1,

y9 - ak ~~-o wx(i)u~(il ~~~-yti(yx(i) - aksx(i))u~li) ~. 2youo,

y' - y'-1 f 2aksx(t)uxl'~, i- 9 f 1, ..., n.

Let y-', yo, , y" be obtained in the above manner. Then it is obvious that they are

affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is a simplex. Let us denote this simplex by

Jz (y, a, s). Let Jz denote the set of all such simplices J~(y, a, s). It will be shown in the next

section that J: is a triangulation of (0, 1] x Ft" such that any positive even integer can be chosen

as one of its factors of refinement, and when its factor o[ refinement is always equal to two, the

J3-triangulation is induced as one of its special cases. We call it the J2-triangulation.

Let a- (rr(0),a(1),...,~r(n)) be a permutation of the elements of No. Let q denote the

integer with ~r(q) - 0. Take a vector y E(0, 1] x R" such that for an integer k~ 0, yo - 2-~kt'~,

if 1~Qk is even, yx~;~~2akt~ is even for i- 0,...,q- 1, if 1~Qk is odd, y„~;1~2ak}1 is odd for

i - 0, ..., q- 1, and yxl;l~ak is odd for i- q f 1, ..., n. Then we define

w„~;I -

~y,~;~~ak~ -1- 1 if ~y„~;~~ak~ is odd and either yxl;~~ak ~ ~y,l;l~ak~

or both ~yx~;~~ak~ - y„I;~~ak and sx~;~ - 1,
~

lyx~;~~ak~ if ~yxl;~~ak~ is even,

lyxl;l~ak~ - 1 otherwise,

for i- 0, I, . .., q- I. If 1~Qk-, is odd, let us define

-1 if yxl;l~ak - 1(mod4),

1 if y„I;l~ak - 3(mod4),

for i- q t 1,...,n, and if l~~iA-i is even, let us define

~ 1 if yxl;l~ak - 1(mod4),

-1 if y„I;l~ak - 3(mod4),
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for i- q t 1,...,n. Take a sign vector s-(81,52,...,9n)T such that s; E{-1,-F1} for

i- 1, 2, ..., n, and sx(;) - t„(;) for i- q d- 1, .. .,n. 1'hen we define

1-
{a(i) ~ w„(;)~2 is even and 0 c i G q- 1} if l~~fk-, is odd,

{~r(i) ~ w„f;)~2 is odd and 0 G i G q- 1} if 1~(ik-~ is even.

Let h denote the number of elements in I. Take two integers p~ and Pz such that -1 G pl G q-2

ifq)l;p,--Iifq-O;whenh-O,OCp~Cn-q-lifqGn,andp2-0ifq-n;when

h~0,p2-n-q.

Definition 2.3. Let y, a, s, p~ and p2 be as above. Then the vectors y-', yo, ., y" are given

as follows.

When P~ - -1,
y-~ - y,

y' - y-F 2ak~ls„(;)ux('), i- 0, 1, ..., q- 1,

and when pl ? 0,

When h ~ 0,

y-~ - y f 2akti ~i-osx(i)ux(i)~

y' - y`-' - 2~ktis„(;)u~('), i- 0,1, ... , Pi - 1,

y' - y t~aktisx(~)ux('), 2- Pi, ... , q- 1.

yQ - ak ~q-ó 2~x i)ux(i) {. ~"- ti(yx i) t ak9x(i))u~(i) ~ 2youo
~- ( ~-v (

y` - y'-1 - 2aks„(t)u'('), : - 4 -f- 1, . . : , n,

and when h- 0, if pz - 0, f.hcn

y' - ak ~,'~-ó wx(i)u~(i) -}. ~i-afi(yx(i) - aksx(i))u'(i) .} 2 youo

y` - y`' -F 2aksn(~)ux(`), z- 9-F 1, ..., n,

and if p2 ? 1, then

y9 - ak ~~-ó wxli)u~(i) d- ~i-yti(yx(i) t~ksx(i))ux(i) ~ 2youo

y` - y'-1 - 2aksx(~)ux('), z- 9 t 1, ..., q f p2 - 1,

y~ - y' -~ 2a~,sx(qu~('), z- 4 f Pz, ..., n,
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where
v-i

y~ - ok ~ w~(i)ux(i)
-h ~ (yx(i) - ak sx(i))ux(i1 ~ 2youo

i-o i-vf~

Let y-', yo y" be obtained in the above manner. Then it is obvious that they are

affinely independent. Thus their convex hull is a simplex. Let us denote this simplex by

Dz (y, a, s, p~, p2). Let DZ denote the set of all such simplices Dz(y, n, s, p~, p~). It will be

shown in the next section that DZ is a triangulation of (0,1] x R" such that any positive even

integer can be chosen as one of its factors of refinement, and when its factor of refinement is

always equal to two, the U3-triangulation is induced as one of its special cases. We call it the

DZ-triangulation.

3 Construction of the D2-7~iangulation

Let N denote the index set { 1, 2, ..., n} and let Q denote the set

{w ~ all components of w are integers} .

We take an arbitrary element w E Q. Then we define

lo(w) - {i E N ~ w; is odd} and I~(w) -{j E N ~ wi is even}.

Furthermore, let A(w) denote the set

{xER"~w;-1Cx;Cw;~lforiElo(w),andx;-w;foriEl~(w)}

and let B(w) denote the set

{xER"~x;-w;foriElo(w),andw;-1 Gx;Gw;tlforiEl~(w)}.

Let k be a nonnegative integer. Then let Dk(w) denote the convex hull of the set

({2-k} x A(w)) U({2-(kt')} x B(w)).
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The following lemmas can be Cound in [5] and [14].

Lemma 3.1.

Dk(w) - S d E[2-(kt') ~-k] x R"
~ d; - w; ~G 2kt'do - 1 for i E ro(w)

~d;-w;~~2-2kt'doforiEl~(w) }.

Lemma 3.2. U,~EQDk(w) -[2-(kt') 2-k] x R".

Lemma 3.3. For w', w~ E Q, Dk(w') fl Dk(w~) is either empty or a common face of both

Dk(w') and Dk(w2), and wlien Dk(w') n Dk(w2) is not empty, it is equal to the convex hull of

the set

({2-k} x (A(w') n A(w2))) U({ 2-(ktl)} x(B(w') fl B(w2))).

For convenience of the following discussion, we give the definitions of the Dl-triangulation,

the If~-triangulation, and the J~-triangulation. For more details, see [4] and [20]. Let e` be the

ith unit vector in R" for i - 1, 2, ..., n.

Let D denote either the sct

{x E R" ~ all components of x are odd}

or the set

{:r E R" ~ all components of x are even} .

Let a -(a(1), n(2), .. ., a(n)) be a permutation of the elements of N. Take a sign vector

s-(s~, szi ..., s„)T with s; E{-1,1 } for i- 1, 2, ..., n. Let p be an integer with 0 C p C n-1.

Take a vector y from the set D.

Definition 3.1. Let y, n, s, and p be as above. Then the vectors yo, yl .., y" are as follows.

If p- 0, then yo - y, and y~ - y f s„(i)e'(i), J - 1,2,...,n.

Ií p 1 1, then
yo-yfs,

y' - y~-r - sx(i)ex(i), J - 1, 2, ... , p- 1,

y' - y f sx(i)ex(i), J- P, P t 1, ..., n.
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Let Dl denote the collection of all simplices D~ (y, a, s,p) that are the convex hull of yo, y',

..., y", as obtained from the above definition. Then Dl is a triangulation of R", called the

D~-triangulation.

Let K denote the set

{x E R" ~ all components of x are integers} .

Let a-( a(1),~r(2),...,n(iz)) be a permutation of the elements of N. Take a vector y from

the set K.

Definition 3.2. Let y and ~r be as above. Then the vectors yo, y', ., y" are given as follows

yo - y, and yi - yi-1 } ex(i), 7 - 1, 2, ..., n.

Let Ifl denote the collection of all simplices K~(y,a) that are the convex hull of yo, y',

... , y", as obtained from the above definition. Then Ifl is a triangulation of R", called the

Itl-triangulation.

Let J denote either the set

{x E R" ~ all components of x are odd}

P

or the set

{ x E R" ~ all components of x are even} .

Let a-(a(1),rr(2),...,a(n)) be a permutation of the elements of N. Take a vector y trom

the set J, and a sign vector s -( sl, 92i ..., 9")T with s; E{-1, 1} for i- 1, 2, ... , n.

Definition 3.3. Let y, a, and s be as above. Then the vectors yo, y', .. . , y" are given as follows.

yo - y, and y~ - y'-' -F sx(i)e'(i), 7 - 1, 2, ..., n.

Let J~ denote the collection of all simplices Ji(y, zr, s) that are the convex hull of yo, yl

..., y", as obtained from the above definition. Then Jl is a triangulation of R", called the

J~-triangulation.
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We take G to be one of these triangulations o[ R". Let C denote the set of faces of

all simpliccs in G. "1'hen, as before in the second section, we take ao E (0, 1] and Q; E

{l~j ~ j- 1,2,...} for i- 0, 1,..., and choose a; such that a;t~ - a;Q;~2 for j - 0,1,.... We

set p-1 - 1.

Let 2akG ~ akA(w) be the set given by

{o C akA(w) ~ o E 2akG and dim(a) - dim(A(w))}

and let 2akt1G ~ akB(w) be the set given by

{o C akB(1o) ~ o E 2akt~G and dim(o) - dim(B(w))} .

For the D~-triangulation, the K~-triangulation, and the Jl-triangulation, it is obvious that

2akG ~ ákA(w) is a triangulatiou ufakA(w) and 2aktiG ~ akB(w) is a triangulation of akB(w).

Let a denote thc number of elements in the set Io(w), and b the number of elements in the

set I~(w). Let ~A E 2akG ~ akA(w) be equal to the convex hull of yÁ, yA, ..., yÁ, and let

oB E 2akt~G ~ akB(w) be equal to the convex hull of yB, yB, ..., yg. Furthermore, let o

denote the convex hull of the set ({2-k} x aA) U({2-(kt~)} x aB). It can easily be proved that

o is a simplex in [2-(kt'~ 2-k] x ti," and is equal to the convex hull of (2-k,yq)r, (2-k,yq)T

.. , (2-A,YÁ)T, (7-(kt~l,yB)T, (2-(kt~),yÉ)T, - , (2-(kt~),yE)T.

Let T(k, k.}-1) denote the collection of all such simplices o. Then, following the conclusions

mentioned above, we have that, for ol and o~ in T(k, k f I), the intersection ol fl a2 is either

empty or a common face of both o' and v2, and that the union of all o E T(k, k-~ 1) is equal

to [2-(kt~l,'l-k] x!r". Ilence, 'I'(k, k i- 1) is a triangulation of ['l-(kt~~, 2-k] x l2".

Theorem 3.4. 1'he union of T(k, k-F 1) over all nonnegative integers k is a triangulation of

(0,1] x fZ".

Proof. From the choice of a; and Q; for j- 0,1, ..., the theorem follows immediately.

We call the triangulation obtained in the above manner the G2-triangulation. In this way,

we obtain the KZ-triangulation, the Jz-triangulation, and the Dz-triangulation, as described

in Section 2. Considering consistency, one can easily prove these results.
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4 Pivot Rules of the D2-Triangulation

As describcd in the first sect.ion, when a piecewise linear path of zero points is traced, the

problem one faces is how to move from a simplex crossed by the path to an adjacent simplex

crossed by the path with the standard lexicographic pivoting rule. As follows, the pivot rules

of the K2-triangulation, the Jz-triangulation, and the DT-triangulation are described. The

contiiiuous deformation algorithm based on one of these triangulations can be implemented

according to these pivot rules. In these following pivot rules, yo - 2-~kt~1, y- (yl,...,y„)T,

yo - ~-lkt~1, Y - (y~,.. ,j„)T, and u - (1,1,.. ,1)T.

Let a simplex of the Iti2-triangulation, o- ICi(y,a), be given with vertices y-~, yo, .. , y".

We want to obtain the simplex of the KZ-triangulation, ó- IC2(y, ir), such that all vertices of

o are also vertices of ó except the vertex y'. As follows, we show how y and á depend on y, ~r,

and i.

i--1: In case q- 0, y- y- aku, ~r -(~r(1), ..., ~r(n), ~r(0)), q- n, and k- k- 1.

In case q 1 1, if yo~o~ -~k(w„lol -~ 1), then y- y-(y,lo) - ak(w„lo~ -f 1))uxlol, ir -

(~(1), ... , ~r(n), n(~)), 9- q-1, and k- k; ifyolol ~ a,t(wx~o)-F1), then y - yt2attiuxlol,

~ - (n( t ), . . . , ~(7 - I ), n(~), ~(q), . . . , a(n)), 7 - 4, and k - k.

0 G i G q- 1: y- y, ~-(n(~),..., a(í -F 1),~(z),...,a(n)), 9- 4, and k- k.

0 G i- q- 1: If y„(v-U -~k(wx(a-il- 1), then y- y, ~-(a(~),...,~(q), a(q-1),...,~r(n)),

4- 9- 1, and k- k. If y„(v-~) ~ ~k(wx(s-~) - 1), then y- y - 2aktiux(v-i) ~-

(~(9 - 1), ~(~), . . . , ~(9 - 2), ~(q), . . . , ~(n)), 9 - 9, and k - k.

c n: y - y. á - ( a(0), . . . , n(4 ~ 1), ~(q), . . . , a(n)), 4 - q -~ 1, and k - k.

q G i G n: y- y, ~- (n(0),...,a(i ~- 1),~(:),...,n(n)), 4 - 9, and k- k.

i-n: In case q G n, y- y - 2~ktluxl"1, á-( ~r(n), a(0), ..., a(n - 1)), q- q i- 1, and k- k.

In case q- n, y- y-~ a~,t~u, ir -(a(n), a(0), ...,~r(n - 1)), q- 0, and k- k-F~ 1.
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Next, let a simplex of Lhc J2-triangulation, o- Jz(y,~r,s), be given with vertices y-', yo,

..., y". We want to obtain the simplex of the Jz-triangulation, ó- Jz (y, ir, s), such that all

vertices of a are also vertices of ó except the vertex y'. As follows, we show how y, á, and s

depend on y, ~r, s, and i.

i--1: In case q - 0, y- y - aks, s- s, ir -(~r(1),a(2),...,a(n),a(~)), 4- n, and

k- k- 1. In case q 1 0, y- y t 4aktls„(o)u'(o), 9- 9- 29x(o)u'(o), fr- a, 9- 4, and

k-k.

OGáCq-1: y- y,s-s,n-(~(0),...,~r(ifl),~(s),...,a(n)),9-9,andk-k.

0 G i- q- 1: In case yx(v-~) - a~(wx(v-~) - sx(v-r)), if sx(v-U - tx(v-i), then y- y, 9- s,

á-(ar(0),...,~(q),~(9 - 1),...,~(n)), 4- 9- 1, and k- k; if sx(v-1) ~ tx(v-1), then

y-y, 9 - s-29x(v-i)ux(v-1)~ ir -(R(0),...,a(4-2),~(q),...,a(n),n(q- 1)) , 4- 4-1,

and k- k. In case yx(v-~) ~ ak(wF(v-~) - sx(v-1)), Y- y, s- s - 2s.(v-1)ux(v-1) n-~

q-q,andk-k.

4- s G n: y- y, s- s, ~-(~(~),...,ar(9 t I),~(q),...,a(n)), 9- 4 f 1, and k- k.

q C á G n: y - y, s - s, ir -(n(0),...,a(i t 1),a(i),...,~r(n)), q- q, and k- k.

á-n: In case q G n, y - Y, s - s-2sx(n)u'(~), n - (A(~), . . . , ~(9-I ), ~(n), n(q), . . . , a(n-1)),

9-4fl,and k-k. Incaseq-n,y-yfaktls,s-s,fr-(ar(n),a(~),...,a(n-1)),

q-0,andk-k-~1.

Finally, let a simplex of the D2-triangulation, a- DZ(y, u, s, pl, pa), be given with vertices

y-~, yo, , y" We want to obtain the simplex of the Dz-triangulation, ó - D2(y,ár, s,pl,p2),

such that all vertices of o are also verticea of á except the vertex y'. As follows, we show how

y, ir, s, pl, and p2 depend on y, n, s, p~, p~, and i.

i--1: In case q- 0, y- y - aks, s- s, ir -(~r(1),...,ar(n),ar(0)), pi - pz - 1, p2 - 0,

9- n,and k- k- 1. In case 4- 1, y- y-~ 4akt~s,(o)u~(o), s- s - 2s„(o)ux(o), á- a,
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p~ -p~,p2-p~,q-y,andk-k. Incaseq~l,whenpl --l,y-y,s-s,

~-~,Pi -Pi}I,Ps -Ps,4-9,and k-k; whenpl -0,g-y,s-s,á-a,

Pi - Pi - 1, Ps - P~, 9- 4, and k- k; when pl ~ 1 and y„(o) - ak(w,(o) - sx(o)), ií

h- 0 and pz - 0, then y- y, s - s- 2sx(o)ux(o), ~-(~(1), ..., a(n), ~(0)), Pi - Pi - 1,

pa - pzi q- q- 1, and k- k, if h - 0 and p~ 1 1, then y - y, s- s- 2sx(o)ux(o),

~-(~(1),...,~(q),~(o),~(q f 1),...,~(n)), Pi - Pi - 1, n~ - P~ f 1, 9 - q- I,

and k- k, if s„(o) - t„(o) and h- 1, then y - y, s- s, ~r -(a(1),.. ,a(n),n(0)),

P1-p~-l,pz-pz,q-q-l,andk-k,ifs„(o)-t„(o)andh~l,theng-y,s-s,

a-(a(I), ..., a(n), a(0)), Pi - Pi -1, Pz - Psf 1, 4- 9-1, and k- k, and if s„(o) ~ tx(o)

and h 7 0, then y- y, S- s - 2sx(o)u'(o), Á-(~(1), ... , a(q), ~(0), ~(9 f 1), ... , a(n)),

Pi - Pi - 1, Px - Ps f 1, 9- 4- 1, and k- k; when pl ~ 1 and yx(o) ~ ak(wx(o) - sx(o)),

Y-y,s-s-2s,.(o)u"(o),~-~,Pi-Pi,Ps-P~,4-9,andk-k.

0 C i G q: In case pl --1, when y„(;) - ak(w„(;) - s„(;)), ií h- 0 and pz - 0, then

y- y, s - s- 2s,.(;)u'(`), n-(~(0),.. ,n(2 - 1),a(i -F 1),.. ,~(n),~(Z)), Pi - Pi,

pz -pziq-q-l,and k- k,ifh-0andpz 11,theny-y,s-s-2sx(;)u'('),

~-(~(o),...,~(i -1),~(i f 1),...,~(q),~(i),~(q t i),...,x(n)), Pi - Pi, i~ - na t 1,
q-q-l,andk-k,ifs„(;)-t„(;)andh-l,theny-y,s-s,ir-(a(0),...,a(i-

1), a(i-F 1), ..., a(n), ~r(:)), Pi - Pi, Ps - Ps, 9- 4-1, and k- k, if sx(;) - tx(;) and h~ 1,

then y- y, 3 - s, i~ -(n(0), ...,~(i - 1), a(i f 1), ..., n(n), ~r(2)), Pi - Pi, Ps - P2 t 1,

q- q- 1, and k- k, and if s,(;) ~ t„(;) and h~ 0, then y- y, s- s- 2sx(;)ux('), á-

(~(0),...,~r(i-1),~r(ifl),...,~(q),~(:),x(9f1),...,u(n)),Pi - Pi,Ps - Ps-F1, 4 - 9-I,

and k- k; when yx(;) ~ ctik(wx(;)-s„(;)), y- y, s.- s-2s„(;)ux('), á- ~r, Pi - Pi, Pz - Pz,

9- 9, and k- k. In case i C P~ - 1, y- y, é - s, ir -(a(0), . .., a(i ~-1), ar(4), ..., a(n)),

Pt -Pi,Pz -P2,9-9,andk-k. Incasei-P~-l,y-y,s-s,á -a,

pl -p1-l,p~-p~,q-q,andk-k. Incaseilp1 andOCp~ Gq-2,y-y,

s- s, á-(n(0),...,~(Pi - 1),~(2),~(Pi),...,a(i- 1),~r(i i- 1),...,~rÍT')), Pi - Pi t 1,

P~ - P~, 9- 9, and k- k. In case i 1 q- 2 and 0 C pl - 9- 2, y- y ~ 4aktls„(;~)ux(~~),
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s- s- 2s„(;.)u~(''), ir - n, pt - pt, px - px, q- q, and k- k, where

i' -
( q-1 ifi-q-2,

!Il q-2 ifi-q-1.

i- 4: In case h- 0, when px - 0, if q G n- 1, then g - y, s - s, ~r - a, pl - pl,

px-px-Fl,q-q,andk-k,ifq-n-landpt --l,theny-y,s-s,

~ - (~(~), . . . , ~(9 ~ 1), ~(q), . . . , a(n)), Pt - Pt, Px - Px, 4 - 4 f 1, and k - k, if

4- n- 1 and pl 1 0, then Y- y, s- s, n-(A(9 f 1), ~(~), ...,~(q), a(q ~ 2), . .., a(n) ),

Pt - Pt f 1, Px - Px, 9 - 9 t 1, and k; when Px - 1, y- y, 9- s, ~-~, Pt - Pt,

px - px -1, q- q, and k- k; when px ? 2, ifpt --1, then y- y, s- s-2s„(q~l)u'(Qt')

~-(~(0),...,~(4 f 1),~(q),...,n(n)). Pt - Pr, Pz - Px - 1, 4- 9-1. 1, abd k- k, if

Pi ~ 0, then y- y, s - s-2s,.(vtt)ux(att) ~-(~(9f1),n(~),...,~(q),~(4f2),...,a(n)),

pt-pt fl,px-px-l,q-qtl,andk-k. Incaseh~0,whenqGn,ifpl--1,

then Y - y, S - s - ~sx(ctt)ux(q}1), ~ - (tr(0), . .. , x(9 f 1), ~(q), .. . , a(n)), Pt - Pt ,

px - px - 1, q- q t 1, and k- k, and if p, ~ 0, then y - y, s- s- 2sx(ott)u'(9tt),

~-(~(4f 1),~(~),...,~(q),~(4f 2),...,A(n)), Pt - Pt f 1, Px - Px - 1, 9- 9 f 1, and

k- k. In case 9- n, y- J t akfts, 3- s, ~-(~(n),~(~),...,n(n - 1)), Pt --1,

px-p~-F1,q-0and k-k-f-1.

q G i G n: In case h- 0, when px - 0, if p, --1, then y - y, s - s- 2s„(;)ux('), á-

(a(0),..., ~(4 - 1), ~(3), ~(q),...,a(i - 1), A(i t 1),..., ~(n)), Pt - Pt, Px - Px, 4- 4 f 1,

and k- k, and if pt 1 0, then y- y, s- s- 2s„(;)ux('), ir -(a(i), n(0), . .., ~r(i -1), a(i ~

1),...,n(n)), pt - pt i- 1, px - px, g- q~- 1, and k - k; when i G q t px - 1, y- y,

á- s, ~r - (a(t)),.. ,a(i f 1),n(:),.. ,a(n)), Pl - Pi, Px - Px, 9- 9, and k- k; when

i-9tPz-I,TJ--y,.s - s,n-n,Pt -Pt,Px-Pz-1,9-9,andk-k; when

i~q~pxand 1 GpxGn-4-I,Y-y,s-s,~-(tr(0),...,~(4fPx-1),~(t),~(4f

Px), ..., n(i - 1), tr(i f 1), ... , a(n)), pt - Pr, Px - Px -~ 1, 4- 9, and k- k; when

i1n-landl Gpx-n-q-l,ifP1--l,theny-y,s-s,á-(a(0),...,~r(q-
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1) ~(i..),~(9),...,~(i~~-1) ~(ira~l),.. ,~(n)),Pi-Pi,Px-Pz,4-9fl,andk-k,

and if pl ~ 0, then y- y, s- s, ~-(~r(i..),~(0),...,~r(i.. - 1) ~(i.. ~ 1),...,n(n)),

Pi-Pifl,Pz-Pz,9-4fl,andk-k,wherè

( n ifi-n-1,

n-1 i-n.i" - Jll

In case h ~ 0, when i G n, y- y, s - s, á-(a(0),...,~r(i ~ 1),a(i),...,a(n)),

}i~ - pi, ps - px, 4- 9, and k- k; when i- n, if p~ --1, then y- y, s - s,

~-(~(p),...,~(9- 1),~(n),~(9),...,n(n- 1)), Pi - Pr, Pz - Ps - 1, 4- 4t 1, and

k- k, and if pl 1 0, then y- y, s- s, a- ( a(n),a(~),...,~r(n - 1)), Pl - Pl -F 1,

P2-P2-1,9-4-Fl,andk-k.

5 Comparison of Triangulations

Since it is very complicated to calculate the surface density of the KZ-triangulation, of the Jz-

triangulation, and of the Dz-triangulation, we only compare the number of simplices of these

triangulations. For details about the surface density, we refer to [4] and [12]. Let H" denote

the unit cube {x E fi;" ~ 0 C x; G 1 for i- 1,2,...,n}. We set a- 1~Qk.

Theorem 5.1. The number of simplices of the KZ-triangulation and of the JZ-triangulation

in the set [2-Ik}11,2-k] x 2akH" is equal to p"(a) given by

P"(a) - ((2a)"ti - 1)n!I(2a - 1).

The number oí simplices of the D2-triangulation in the same set is equal to q"(a) given by

9"(a) -~(('Lm - 1)Cn amd,"(n - m)! t Cna"`d,"d"-,"),
m-0

where

di -7 tJ(J - 1)f... fj(j -1)...4.3f2

for j 1 2, do - d, - 1, and Cn - n!~m!(n - m)!.

Proof. Let Q denote the set {w E R" ~ w; E{0,1, 2} for i - 1, 2, . .. , n}. We take an arbitrary
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vector w E Q. Let A(w) denote the set

txER"~w;-1cx;Gw;-FlforiElo(w),andx;-w;foriEl~(w)}

and let B(w) denote the set

x; - w; for i E lo(w),

xER" w;Cx;Lw;tlforiEl~(w)andw;-0,

w;-1Gx;Gw;foriEl~(w)andw;-2

Furthermore, let akÍJ(w) denote the convex hull of the set

({2-k} x akÀ(w)) U({ 2-(k}1)} x akB(w)).

Then it is obvious tliat

[2-(kfi) 2-k] x 2akH" - UwEGakD(w).

Let m denote the number of elements in I~(w). Then there are 2mC~ clements in Q such that

m components of each of them are even. Thus the numbers of simplices of the K~-triangulation

and of the J2-triangulation in the set

UwE4,li.(w)lamak D(w)

is equal to

2mamCn (n - m)!m!(- (2a)mn!).

The number of simplices of the D2-triangulation in the same set is equal to

(2m - 1)Cn amd,,,(n - m)! f Cn amdmd"-m.

Since
U'm-o(UwE~,l4(w)1-,,.akD(w)) - [2-(kti) 2-k] x 2akH",

the thcorem follows immediatcly.

Theorem 5.2. When n? 3, q"(a) C p"(a). As n goes to infinity, q"(a)~p„(a) converges to
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e-2.

Proof. The conclusion is obvious, the proof is omitted.

From Theorem 5.2, we have that the number of simplices of the Dz-triangulation is smallest

for these three triangulations.

Let us denote the continuous deformation algorithms based on the Kz-triangulation, the

Jz-triangulation, and the DZ-triangulation by CDAKz, CDAJz, and CDAD~, respectively. We

have tnade computer codes of these algorithms in PASCAL. As introduced about the principles

of the continuous deformation algorithm in the first section, letting A be the identity matrix

and starting at xo -(0.5, 0.5, ..., 0.5)T, we have run theae computer codes on a few functions

for finding a zero point. Numerical tests are given as follows. Let NFE denote the number of

function evaluations. The algorithm terminates when the accuracy for max~~;~„ ~ f,(x')~ of less

than 10-5 has been reached. In the following tables, if the accuracy has not been satisfied when

the number of function evaluations is equal to 40000, a symbol' is marked.

Problem A: The function f: R" ~ R" is given by

n

f;(x) - x; - cos(i~ x~), i- 1,2,...,n.
~-i

When ao - 0.25 and Q~ - 1 for j- 0, 1,..., numerical results are given in t}ie following table.

n NFE(CDAK~) NFE(CDAJ~) NFE(CDADz)
5 376 327 311
6 867 1007 787
7 2732 1794 1671
8 7843 5371 618
9 14505 12573 8663
10 35797 26006 23735

When ao - 0.25 and QZ~ - 1 and (izj}1 - 0.5 for j- 0,1,..., numerical results are given in the

following table.
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n NFE(CDAKZ) NFE(CDAJ~) NFE(CDAD2)
5 377 336 313
6 941 1029 818
7 2873 1817 1691
8 8390 5392 705
9 15209 13342 8060
10 ~` 27453 26418

Problem B: The function f: R" y R" is given by

filx) - xi -
C~~~~i.isi) i- 1,2,...,11.

When ao - 0.25 and Q~ - 1 for j- 0,1, ... , numerical results are given in the following table.

n NFE(CDAK~) NFE(CDAJ~) NFE(CDADz)
5 771 254 199
6 826 543 278
7 6575 1937 1465
8 12781 4152 3476
9 ' 12821 4706
10 ' 30102 23365

When ao - 0.25 and ~1 - 1 and ~zj}1 - 0.5 for j- 0,1, ... , numerical results are given in the

following table.

n NFE(CDAKz) NFE(CDAJ~) NFE(CDADz)
5 781 214 189
6 851 577 300
7 6535 2027 1631
8 11576 4326 3418
9 ' 13585 5357
10 ` 33443 23098

Problem C: The function f: R" -~ R" is given by

!i(~) - xi - gun~~~~.1rJ1 t - 1,2,...,11.

When cro - 0.25 and ~31 - 1 for j- 0, 1,..., numerical resulta are given in the following table.
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n NFE(CDAK2) NFE(CDAJz) NFE(CDADZ)
5 553 298 294
6 1032 286 323
7 7993 454 417
8 22559 463 2077
9 ` 21398 10284
10 ~` 36616 15170

When ao - 0.25 and ~izj - 1 and ,OZJ}i - 0.5 for j- 0;1, ..., numerical results are given in the

following table.

n NFE(CDAKZ) NFE(CDAJZ) NFE(CDAD2)
5 634 307 349
6 1162 335 367
7 7374 588 486
8 1805 651 1999
9 36390 18954 10705
10 ~` ' 16392

Problem D: The function f: R" ~ R" is given by

Ít(~) - y~ - sin(:~ xi), i- 1,2,...,n.
~-i

When ao - 0.25 and ~i~ - 1 for j- 0,1, ..., numerical results are given in the following table.

n NFE(CDAKz) NFE(CDAJ;) NFE(CDADz)
5 452 405 364
6 1123 978 874
7 3499 2279 1726
8 6863 3461 4939
9 17264 16970 7734
10 ' ' 25711

When ao - 0.25 and ~32j - 1 and p2j}1 - 0.5 for j - 0,1, ..., numerical results are given in the

following table.

n NFE(CDAKz) NFE(CDAJz) NFE(CDAD2)
5 444 406 370
6 1131 1088 908
7 3829 2364 1897
8 7358 3726 5107
9 15259 17891 8173
10 ' ` 32636
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From these numerical examples, it appears that the continuous deformation algorithm based

on the Dz-triangulatiun indecd is morc e(ficient.
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